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1.1 Statement of the Problem 
Transverse contraction joints are constructed in concrete pave-
ments to relieve tensile stresses, and when properly spaced they control 
the location of transverse cracks. Proper spacing is determined princi-
pally by three factors: 1) the presence or absence of steel, 2) the en-
vironment, and 3) the properties of the aggregates. 
Contraction joints are most frequent 1 y constructed by sawing or 
forming a narrow groove in the pavement to the depth required to produce 
a plane-of-weakness. For highway pavements, the minimum required depth 
of the groove is normally one-sixth of the slab thickness; sawed joints 
shou 1 d meet the add.i tiona 1 requirement that depth is not I ess than the 
diameter of the maximum size aggregate. At the plane-of-weakness, re-
strained contraction forces produce a crack below the groove (2). 
In order to maintain an acceptable ride quality, the two pavement 
sections at a joint must remain at the same elevation while in service. 
This can be accomplished; 1) if the subgrade maintains the same eleva-
tion and stiffness on either side of the joint, or, 2) if the pavement 
joint itself can effectively transfer shear across the crack interface. 
This shear force is deve 1 oped either by aggregate inter 1 ock, in which 
the aggregate particles at the faces of the joint transfer force, or by 
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a combination of aggregate Interlock and load transfer through mechani-
cal devfces, such as dowel bars. 
At the present tfme, most rigid pavements constructed In Oklahoma 
are unrelnforced and undowelled and have sawed joints that are spaced at 
15 feet. In private communication, engineers with the Oklahoma Depart-
ment of Transportation have indicated that severe faulting of pavement 
joints, primarily In northeast Oklahoma, has been encountered after only 
a few years f n service. Many factors can promote the occurrence of 
joint fa i 1 ure. However, when the coarse aggregate in the concrete has 
margfnal freeze-thaw durabi 1 ity or resistance to abrasion, failure of 
the aggregate may contribute to the premature failure of joints. 
Recent study at Oklahoma State University has indicated that high-
strength concrete improves freeze-thaw durability of concrete made with 
marg ina 1 aggregate. In add f t ion, a theory ex f sts that high cement ma-
trix strength improves shear transfer capability of concrete. However, 
with high-strength concrete, fracture is often through aggregate which 
may reduce the effect f veness of shear transfer at cracks and promote 
joint faulting in the case of pavements. No experimental work which 
considers the effect of high-strength concrete on joint behavior in con-
crete made with marginal aggregate has been found. The current investi-
gation considers the effect of concrete quality on pavement joint behav-
ior and durability. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The overall objectives of the research funded by ODOT, are toes-
tablish the effectiveness of shear transfer mechanism by aggregate in-
3 
terlock at contraction joints in highway pavement made with high-
strength concretes and to determine the improvement in performance of 
pavement joints when the concrete is made with marginal aggregate and 
the strength of concrete is Increased. 
This study is part of the ODOT research project. Specific object-
ives for this study include: 
1) development of a test system to load and monitor the test of 
pavement specimens and 
2) development of a suggested test program to evaluate appropri-




A 1 imited amount of research on shear transfer mechanism across 
cracks in plain concrete by aggregate interlock subjected to repeated 
loading has been done (8,13,17,23,24,29,31). Only a few investigations 
(8,23) considered low intensity applied loads such as encountered at 
contraction joints in highway pavement. 
This chapter discusses previous experimental works, theories, and 
the summary of parameters affecting shear transfer mechanism. A review 
of high-strength concrete is also presented. 
2.2 Experimental Research on Shear 
Transfer Mechanism 
One of the first investigations which considered shear transfer 
across cracks in plain concrete was conducted by Fenwich and Paulay 
(12). They carried out monotonic static load tests on small, 3.5 by 3.5 
in., precracked specimens as shown fn Fig. 1. Crack widths, ranging 
from 0. 002 to 0. 0 15 in. , were he 1 d constant for each specimen. Trans-
verse loads were applied in increments. After every load increment, the 
crack width was adjusted using an external force which was normal to the 

























Figure 1. Test Setup Used by Fenwich and Paulay (12) 
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shear forces, the information obtained was of limited value. 
In subsequent work, Paulay and Loeber (24) used a modified test 
setup and 1 arger specimens designed to avoid ear 1 y fl exura 1 tens i 1 e 
cracking. A total of 44 push-off type specimens were tested to evaluate 
the effects of crack width and aggregate shape and size on shear trans-
fer. Specimens were tested using both monotonic and cyclic static load-
ing. The specified crack widths were 0.005, 0.01, and 0.02 in. For cy-
clic load tests, extremely severe shear stresses of 830 psi were incre-
mentally applied to each specimen 33 times. In the last cycle, the load 
was increased until failure occurred. Testing became impractical after 
the 17th cycle for the specimen with a 0.02 in. crack width. It was re-
ported that, for a 11 tests, there was no observed sudden break down of 
aggregate inter 1 ock. There was, however, an accumu 1 at ion of residua 1 
shear displacements with progressive loading. These residual displace-
ments increased proportionally with the crack width. It was observed 
that the shear stress-shear d i sp 1 acement re 1 at i onsh i p was essent i a 1 1 y 
dependent on the crack width. Shape and size of the aggregate particles 
had no noticeable influence on the shear transfer mechanism. 
Shear transfer across cracks in concrete was investigated experi-
ments 11 y by White and Ho 1 1 ey ( 31 ) • Sixteen 1 . 5 by 2. 0 by 3. 0 ft pre-
cracked concrete blocks were tested. In the test setup as shown in Fig. 
2, each specimen was cracked to form two unconnected blocks which were 
separated to a preset crack width ranging from 0.015 to 0.030 in. Fur-
ther separation of the two halves of the specimen was restricted by four 
external rods fastened to the blocks. Each block was subjected to re-
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psi for a maximum of 55 cycles. Specimens were then subjected to a mon-
cton i c 1 oad to fa i 1 ure. The primary response characteristics measured 
were slip along the crack, change in crack width during loading, and the 
magnitude of tensile clamping force in the external rods. Two concrete 
mixes were used, one with a coarse aggregate fraction in the size range 
of 1/2 in. to No. 4 (No. 7 aggregate according to ASTH C33) and the sec-
ond with a coarse aggregate fraction ranging from 1 1/2 in. to No. 4 
(ASTH size No. 467). A Los Angeles abrasion test (ASTH Cl31) conducted 
on the A grading portion of the coarse aggregate gave 21.8 percent wear 
at 500 revolutions. Both mixes used Type III high early strength port-
1 and cement. Nomina 1 strength of the concrete was 3, 000 psi . It was 
observed that no significant damage to the integrity of the shearing 
surfaces occurred during the cyclic loading of the specimens. 
An extension of the work performed by White and Holley was con-
ducted by Laible, White, and Gergely (17). Fully reversed cyclic shear 
stresses of about ±180 psi were applied across preselected initial crack 
widths of 0.10, 0.20, and 0.30 in. for 25 cycles. 51 ip at the crack, 
increase in crack opening, and forces in the restraining rods normal to 
the crack were measured as functions of in it i a 1 crack width, shear 
stress magnitude, cycles of shear stresses, restraining axial stiffness, 
concrete strength, aggregate properties, and age at loading. The preset 
crack widths and the externa 1 restraint stiffness appeared to have a 
significant influence on the displacements at the shear loading. In ad-
dition, the d i sp 1 a cements were sign i f i cant 1 y 1 arger i f the concrete 
strength was lower or if the maximum aggregate size was decreased from 
1 • 5 to 0 • 5 in • 
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Load transfer across joints in concrete pavements by aggregate in-
ter 1 ock was investigated by Co 11 ey and Humphrey ( 8) • Var i ab 1 es eva 1 u-
ated were the effect of the width of the joint opening, the thickness of 
the concrete s 1 ab, the magnitude of 1 oad i ng, the stiffness of founda-
tion, and the shape of aggregate. In the· test setup (Fig. 3), 7 to 9 in. 
thick slab specimens were cast on top of a supporting reinforced con-
crete box containing pavement foundatIon base. The 14-day compressive 
strength of the concrete averaged 5, 500 psi • Load was app 1 i ed at the 
joint using an electrically operated hydraulic system that alternatively 
pulsed the rams on either side of the joint. This was designed to simu-
late a train of truck wheels travelling across the joint. Each test 
consisted of 1,000,000 of these loads applied to a precracked specimen. 
Preselected joint opening widths, ranging from 0.025 to 0.085 in., were 
held constant during testing by adjusting crack width control! ing de-
vices (Fig. 3). Test results were summarized in terms of joint effec-
tiveness and endurance index. The joint effectiveness E, was computed 
using the formula: 
2di 
E (~} = ( 1 00) 
where di is the deflection of the unloaded slab and dj is the deflection 
of the 1 oaded s 1 ab. The endurance index of the joint performance was 
obtained by dividing the area under the curve of effectiveness vs cycles 
by the area that would be developed if the joint retained an effective-
ness of 100 percent throughout one million load applications. The ef-
feet i veness of shear transfer was found to be drast i ca 11 y affected by 
the width of the crack and the stiffness of the foundation base. 
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Nowlen (23) extended the work to study the influence of aggregate 
size and hardness and age at time of joint cracking on load transfer ef-
fectiveness. The effect of aggregate size was studied with pavement 
section made with maximum aggregate sizes 3/4, 1 l/2, and 2 l/2 in. and 
joint width of 0.035 in. and 0.065 in. The effect of hardness was eval-
uated at 0.035 in. opening using three different aggregates with Los 
Angeles abrasion loss of 17, 28, and 46 percent. Test results indicated 
that large aggregates were beneficial in maintaining load transfer, es-
pec i a 11 y for 1 arger joint openings. Increasing aggregate hardness was 
also beneficial. In addition, age of concrete at the time of cracking 
was significant. It was cone 1 uded that for equa 1 joint openings ear 1 y 
fracture of the joint faces resu 1 ted in aggregate pu 11 outs. This con-
tributed to high initial joint effectiveness, and to good endurance of 
effectiveness under repeated loads. 
In 1956, the Highway Research Boards administered a project called 
the AASHO Road Test to study the performance of pavement and bridge 
structures of known characteristics under moving loads of known magni-
tude and frequency ( 15). The Road Test was composed of separate major 
experiments: one re 1 at i ng to f 1 ex i b 1 e pavement, one to rigid pavement 
with concrete surfacing, one to short-span bridges with steel beams, and 
one to short-span bridges with concrete beams. Ten lanes of the spe-
cially-constructed test faci 1 ity were tested under controlled loading 
ranging from 2,000-lb single-axle loads in one lane to 48,000-lb tandem-
axle loads in another. A total of 1,114,000 axle loads were applied to 
the surv i vi ng pavement. In the rig f d pavement experiments, ha 1 f of the 
rigid pavement sections were reinforced and were constructed with trans-
verse contraction joints spaced at 40 ft, whereas the other half were 
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not reinforced and had 15-ft joint spacing. All of the transverse 
joints contained dowel bars for load transfer. During the two-year pe-
riod of test traffic, no sfgniffcant difference in performance was found 
between the otherwise equivalent 40-ft reinforced and 15-ft nonreinfoced 
sections. It was reported that faulting occasionally occurred at cracks 
but never at the doweled transverse joints. 
A highly important by-product of the AASHO Road Test was the de-
velopment of a new concept for the evaluation of pavement performance. 
The 1 eve 1 of a part i cu 1 ar pavement's ab i 1 i ty to serve the trave 11 i ng 
public was termed its serviceabi 1 fty. When a specified minimum degree 
of serviceability was reached, major maintenance or reconstruction was 
required. Other important findings resulting from the pavement perform-
ance study included information on the equivalencies of single and tan-
dem axle arrangements. For example, the experiments showed that for a 
given loss in serviceability a rigid pavement would withstand about the 
same number of 29,000-lb tandem-axle loads as 18,000-lb single-axle 
loads. 
Based on empirical relationships derived from the AASHO Road Test, 
the AASHTO Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures (1) was de-
veloped. The guide presents design procedures for any system of 
highways. 
2.3 Theoretical Models of Shear Transfer 
Mechanisms 
Several models have been proposed to explain or predict aggregate 
interlock behavior. One model (17) distinguishes between interlock due 
to "local roughness" and to "global roughness" of the crack face (Fig. 
12 
4a). This model postulates that local roughness causes interlocking of 
the fine aggregate particles, principally a bearing or crushing action, 
while global roughness causes interlocking of the coarse aggregate par-
ticles, principally a sliding and overriding action. It is further pos-
tulated that the local roughness predominates in the early loading cy-
cles, parti"cularly in the first cycle and is the primary modeof shear 
transfer in all cycles when the initial crack width is less than 0.010 
in. In contrast, global roughness predominates in later cycles and at 
wider initial crack widths. In this model, the surface roughness can be 
characterized by the variation of the slopes of the crack surface from a 
mean value of zero. Protuberances from the surface with high slope will 
have early contact with the surface on the other side of a crack when a 
shear 1 oad is app 1 i ed (fig. 4a). Experimental evidence ( 17) shows that 
there is a direct correlation between measured values of surface slope 
and the amount of slip. 
An alternative model proposes that aggregate interlock is entirely 
due to frictional sliding of two rigid surfaces (fig. 4b). These sur-
faces have been represented by a sawtooth shape ( 5') and by a series of 
parabolic segments (13). 
A more recent model (29) suggests that concrete is a two-phase ma-
terial of aggregate and cement matrix which can be modelled as a distri-
bution of rigid spheres embedded wfthfn a deformable rigid-plastic ma-
trix. Shear forces and direct compression forces for a given shear dis-
placement and crack width increase are obtained from equilibrium. 
Hence, for a known direct stiffness restraining the width of a crack, 
the crack displacement path and shear stiffness can be obtained. A com-
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Figure 4. Models of Shear Transfer Mechanism 
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gregate particle at a particular embedment depth is derived. A simpler 
bilinear expression is also presented. In thfs model, the shear forces 
are resisted by a combination of crushing and s l i ding of the rigid 
spheres into and over a softer cement matrix (Fig. 4c). Contact and in-
teract ion between spheres projecting from opposite crack faces is not 
c.ons ide red. 
2.4 Sunmary of Factors Affecting Shear Transfer 
Strength 
2 • 4 . 1 I nt roduct ion 
From previous studies, it is known that there are a few dominant 
variables which influence the behavior of cracked concrete under shear 
and normal forces. These variables are, among others, the magnitude of 
the shear stress at the crack interface, the width of the joint, the re-
straining stiffness; the concrete strength, the roughness of the crack 
plane, and the hardness of the aggregates. 
2.4.2 Effect of Shear Stress Magnitude 
As shown in Fig. 5, for a given initial crack width and stiffness, 
the relationship between cyclic shear stress and peak slip can be repre-
sented approximately by a straight line {17,31). Laible, White, and 
Gergely (17) reported that shear resistance at high cycle numbers (15 or 
greater) at a stress level of ±180 psi is somewhat insensitive to the 
previous loading history as long as the stresses remain in the range of 
100-180 psi. Test results from Colley and Humphrey (8) show that there 
are significant differences in shear transfer behavior under the action 
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of repetitive loading. After 500,000 loading cycles, the effectiveness 
of the joints tested at 0.035 in. joint opening with shear stresses of 
27, 38, and 50 psi repetitive load was 96, 68, and 39 percent, respec-
tive 1 y. After one m i 11 ion 1 oad i ng eye 1 es, the effectiveness were 98, 
65, and 9 percent. At the end of routine testing, one million addition-
al load cycles were applied to the slab tested wfth the 27 psi load and 
there was no further change in effectiveness. This suggests that light 
loads cause little or no wear and probably do not need to be considered. 
2.4.3 Effect of Crack width 
When expansion joints are used on 1 y at structures or are wide 1 y 
spaced, the opening of a contraction joint depends primarily on spacing 
between joints and environment. Table I presents measurements of pave-
ment joint openings over a 10-year period (8) showing the relationship 
between maximum opening, spacing, and geographical location. 
Based on ten years of field data collection in Wisconsin, Shober 
(26) proposed a predictive expression for the average pavement joint 
opening in inches expected from the warmest to coldest temperature to be 
0.0448 + 0.0044 * joint spacing in feet. 
All available data (17,24,31) are in agreement that the peak slip 
values increase sharply with increasing initial crack widths because the 
surface deter i oration is much more rapid for higher va 1 ues of crack 
width. As shown in Fig. 6, the effectiveness of shear transfer for low 
intensity, approximately 30 to 40 psi loading of up to one million ey-
e 1 es was found to be drast i ca 11 y affected by the width of the joint 
opening (8). It appears that test specimens with low initial crack 
17 
widths of less than 0.010 in. behave much differently from the other 
specimens, in that both the initial ratio of slip to crack width and the 
rate of increase in slip/crack width ratio are much less severe than for 
the specimens with initial crack width of 0.020 fn. or higher {17). 
TABLE I 
FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF JOINT OPENINGS 
Location Joint spacing {ft) Maximum opening (in.) 
Michigan 10 0.06 
Michigan 20 0.08 
California 15 0.03 
Oregon 15 0.06 
Kentucky 20 0.05 
Missouri 25 0.07 
Minnesota 15 0.07 
The effect of joint opening and closing on the fit between worn 
aggregate part i c 1 es in the fractured faces of the joint is ·a 1 so i mpor-
tant to load transfer. As shown in Fig. 7, an increase in effectiveness 
is obtained when a joint is closed, then opened. It was pointed out by 
Colley {8) that this effect of aggregate fit and attrition explained in 
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part the good effectiveness values obtained for in-service highway 
joints that developed wide winter openings. 
2.4.4 Effect of Restraint Stiffness 
Although increased restraining stiffness decreases shear slip, it 
becomes less effective at high levels of restraint stiffness, above 
10 ksi/in., for initial loading cycles. At the higher cycle numbers, an 
increase in restraint stiffness is more effective than during the in i-
tial cycle loadings (17). 
Fig. 8 shows the re 1 at i onsh i p between shear d i sp 1 acement and re-
straint stiffness taken from Ref. 17. Shear displacement at infinite 
stiffness was projected from data of Ref. 8. 
The restraint bar forces developed at a fixed shear stress de-
creased with decreasing initial crack width as shown in Table II, re-
ported by Laible, White, and Gergely (17). 
2.4.5 Effect of Aggregate Quality 
2. 4. 5. 1 Size and Gradation. Larger aggregate size has been re-
ported to enhance the shear capacity, especially for larger joint open-
ings (17,23). After one million cycles of loading, Nowlen (23) reported 
that an increase in nominal maximum aggregate size from 0.75 to 1.50 in. 
improved effectiveness by 11 percent for a 0.035 in. wide joint, while 
the increase gave no significant improvement in the effectiveness of a 
0.065 in. wide joint. However, a further increase in aggregate size to 
2.50 in. did improved the effectiveness for both the 0.035 and 0.065 in. 
joint openings. A 1 though the shear stress is i nf 1 uenced by aggregate 
size and gradation, the normal stress is not very sensitive to the vari-
20 
ation in size (29). Paulay and Loeber (24) found no noticeable effect 
of the aggregate size in the range of 3/8 to 3/4 in. used in their tests 
on the behavior of the shear transfer. 
TABLE II 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INITIAL CRACK WIDTH 







Ratio of total restraining 
force to applied shear force 
Cycle 1 Cycle 15 
30 - 401. 40 - 65"' 
40 - 551. 
10 - 20"' 
2. 4. 5. 2 Hardness and Abrasion. The use of hard aggregates is of 
s i gn·i f i cant va 1 ue ( 17, 20) for joint effectiveness. It can be postulated 
that interlock of aggregates deteriorates by abrasion. It would follow, 
then, that hard materials that are resistive to abrasion should maintain 
load transfer effectiveness longer than soft materials that abrade read-
i ly. Test results of three different aggregates with 17, 28 and 46 
wearing percentage (ASTM C 131) confirmed that joints built with aggre-
21 
gates with the lowest abrasion loss are superior in effectiveness endur-
ance (23). 
High quality aggregate maintains the shear capacity as the joint 
ages. A weak aggregate results in a decrease in shear resistance with 
age due to the increase in the amount of aggregate fracture. Stronger 
aggregate tends to pull out instead of fracturing, thereby producing a 
rougher surface and providing better load transfer (17). 
2.4.6 Effect of Concrete Strength 
Concrete strength and roughness of the crack are certainly not in-
dependent and determine the interlock resistance and crack opening dur-
ing sliding. The resistance of the crack faces against shear displace-
ments is most of all governed by the strength of the concrete (25,29}. 
It was suggested that if the concrete strength is high, this is attended 
with a high matrix strength; as a result, the resistance against defor-
mation of the contact areas is larger so that a higher shear stiffness 
is obtained. However, Millard and Johnson (21} reported that increase 
of the strength of concrete from 4.25 to 7.40 ksi had only a small ef-
fect upon the shear transfer. Also, caution was made that high strength 
concrete design alone does not affect the shear capacity. Poor quality 
control on an otherwise properly designed mix reduces the shear capac-
ity, part i cu 1 ar 1 y in the first eye 1 e when the 1 ower strength cement 
paste leads to easier crushing {17). 
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2.5 High-Strength Concretes 
2.5. l Introduction 
High-strength concretes represent a relatively new material which 
is now finding rapidly increasing use. The growth has been possible as 
a result of recent developments in material technology and a demand for 
higher-strength concrete. As the development has continued, the defini-
tion of high strength concrete has changed over the years. The defini-
tion adopted by the ACI Committee 363 (3) reads: 
The immediate concern of the Committee 363 shal 1 be concretes 
have specified compressive strengths for design of 6000 psi 
(41 Mpa) or greater, but for the present time, considerations 
sha 1 l not include concrete made using exotic materia 1 s or 
techniques. 
The current design practice is based, among other things, on ex-
periments made with concrete of compressive strength in the range 3000-
6000 psi. Additional considerations, modifications of the empirical 
equations, and new tests may be necessary before a satisfactory proce-
dure for the design of structures made with concrete of compressive 
strength higher than 6000 psi is developed. 
The measure of high strength concretes is generally the uniaxial 
compressive strength. For concrete with the normal compressive strength 
range, less than 6000 psi, it is generally assumed that the higher the 
strength, the higher the overall qua 1 it i es of concretes. Many other 
properties of concrete such as tensile, shear, and bond strength are ex-
pressed in terms of the compressive strength. It was pointed out by 
Wittman (32) that one cannot always assume, especially for high-strength 
concrete, that high strength also means superior other properties, for 
example ductility. Thus it may be misleading to use uniaxial compres-
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sive strength alone as the parameter when discussing high-strength con-
crete. 
The economic advantages of using high-strength concrete for the 
column and shear walls of high-rise buildings have been demonstrated al-
ready in. buildings such as the Water Tower Place in Chicago. In gener-
al, high-strength concrete can be and has been advantageously used for: 
1) column and shear walls of high-rise buildings, 
2) elevated structures, 
3) precast and prestressed products, and 
4) construction where durability {low porosity} is 
cr it i ca 1. 
2.5.2 Selection of Materials 
With the conventional methods of production and materials of con-
struction, more stringent quality control, use of admixtures such as 
plasticizer and fly ash, and careful selection of the blends of cement 
and the type and size of aggregates are essent i a 1 for high-strength 
concrete production. 
2. 5. 2. 1 Cement. The cho f ce of a brand and type of port 1 and ce-
ment is probably the most important factor in the selection of materials 
for high-strength concrete mixtures. Variations in compound composition 
and fineness that are permitted by ASTM C 150 will cause the concrete 
compressive strength to fluctuate more than any other single material, 
and these variations appear to have greater effect in high strength con-
crete {6). Unless high initial strength is required, there is no need 
to use a Type I I I cement. The deve 1 opment of high strength concrete 
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wi 11 require the uti 1 ization of a portland cement of optimum quality 
from a strength and workability standpoint. A program for studying var-
iations in chemical and physical properties on locally available cements 
is a necessity. 
A further consideration is the optimization of the cement-admix-
ture system. The exact effect of a water-reducing agent on water re-
quirement, for example, will depend on the cement characteristics. 
Strength development will depend on both cement characteristics and ce-
ment content. 
2.5.2.2 Admixtures. Chemical admixtures, whether they are Type 
A, water reducing, Types F and G, high-range water reducer, or Type 0, 
water reducing retarding, must conform to the requirements of ASTM C 
494. Admixture compat i b i 1 i ty with the prese 1 ected materia 1 s is i mpor-
tant; therefore, job conditions should be closely simulated in the eval-
uation. 
The use of air entrainment is recommended to enhance durabi 1 ity 
when concrete w i 11 be subjected to freezing and thawing wh i 1 e wet. As 
compressive strengths increase and water-cement ratios decrease, air-
void parameters improve and entrained air percentages can be set at the 
1 ower 1 i m its of the acceptab 1 e ranges as given in AC I 201 • Entrained 
air has the effect of reducing strength, particularly in high-strength 
mixtures, and for this reason it has been used on 1 y where there is a 
concern for durability (3). 
Use of combinations of high-range water reducers with normal-
setting water reducers or retarders have become common to achieve opti-
mum performance at 1 ower cost. Improvements in strength gain and con-
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trol of setting times and workability are possible with optimized combi-
nations. 
The use of a good quality fly ash either Type For Type C, meeting 
specifications of ASTM C 618, has been used in the production of high-
strength concrete. Si 1 ica fume, which is by-products of si 1 icon ·and 
ferrosi 1 icon metals consisting of extremely fine particles about 0.15 
microns in average size with a Si02 content from 85 to 98 percent, has 
also been used in high-strength concretes and has been applied not only 
for structural purposes but also for structure surfaces and repair mate-
rials in situation where high compressive strength and low permeability 
are advantages. 
2. 5. 2. 3 Aggregates. Carefu 1 consideration has been given to the 
shape, surface texture, and mineralogy of the coarse aggregate. It is 
well known that shape and surface texture affect the total mixing water 
requirements. These characteristics, along with the mineralogy of the 
aggregate, control the paste to aggregate bond and, therefore, play a 
great ro 1 e in the strength producing qua 1 it i es in high-strength con-
crete. Studies have indicated that for optimum compressive strength 
with high cement and low water to cement ratios the maximum size of ag-
gregate should be kept to a minimum, at 1/2 in. or 3/8 in. Maximum 
sizes of 3/4 in. and 1 in. also have been used successfully. 
One of the primary functions of fine aggregate in conventional 
concrete is its role in providing workability. Since high-strength con-
cretes typically contain high contents of fine cementitious materials, 
the sands that provide good finishing characteristics in regular con-
crete are not as necessary. One report ( 6) stated that sand with a 
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fineness modulus around 2.5 produced concrete with sticky characteris-
tics, which resu 1 ted in 1 oss of workab i 1 i ty and higher water demands. 
Sand with a fineness modulus of about 3.0 provided the best workability 
and compressive strength. 
2.5.2.4 Water. The requirements for water quality for high-
strength concrete are no more stringent than those for conventional con-
crete. Various sources of water that meet the 1 imitations 1 isted in 
ASTM C 94, have been used without detrimental effect on high-strength 
concrete mixtures. 
2.5.3 Concrete Mix Proportions 
Concrete mix proport f ons for h f gh-st rength concrete have var i ed 
widely. Influencing factors includes strength required, test age, char-
acteristics of materia 1 s, and type of app 1 i cation. High-strength con-
crete mix proportioning is a more critical process than the design of 
norma 1 concrete mixtures. Usua 11 y, spec fa 11 y se 1 ected pozzo 1 ani c and 
chemical admixtures are employed, and the attainment of a low water-
cement ratio is considered essential. Many trial batches are often re-
quired to generate data that enable the researcher to identify optimum 
mix proportions. 
2.5.3.1 Strength Regufred. The ACI Building Code Requirements 
for Reinforced Concrete (ACI 318) states that the concrete will be sat-
isfactory when the average of all sets of three consecutive strength 
test results equals or exceeds the required strength and no individual 
strength test result falls below the required strength by more than 500 
psi. To meet the requirements, the average strength must be higher than 
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the specified strength. The level of design strength is governed by the 
control of the variables that effect the compressive strength. A high 
variance in test results will dictate a higher required average 
strength. In most cases, a coefficient of variation of less than 10 
percent would be necessary when producing high-strength concrete. Val-
ues higher than this would not only result in a very uneconomical mix-
ture, but may very well require a design level which cannot be met. 
2.5.3.2 Test Age. The selection of mix proportions can be influ-
enced by the testing age, the age at which the acceptance criteria are 
estab 1 i shed. Genera 11 y, concretes which deve 1 op high 1 ater-age 
strengths wi 11 also produce high early-age strengths. However, the 
optimum mix proportions may vary for different test ages. For example, 
Type I I I cement and no f 1 y ash have been emp 1 oyed in a high ear 1 y-
strength design, compared to Type I cement and fly ash for a later-age 
strength design. High-strength concrete tests show that a considerable 
strength gain after 28 days is achieved. In order to take advantage of 
this fact, high-strength concretes are frequent 1 y tested at 1 ater ages 
such as 56 or 90 days. 
2.5.3.3 Water-cement Ratio. Many researchers indicate that 
water-cement ratio is the single most important factor affecting the 
producibility of high-strength concrete. The same relationship between 
water-cement ratio and compressive strength in normal-strength concrete 
a 1 so exists in high-strength concrete. When pozzo 1 ani c materia 1 s are 
used in concrete, a water-cement plus pozzolan ratio by weight has been 
used in place of the traditional water-cement ratio by weight. 
The slump of the concrete is related to the water-cement ratio and 
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the total amount of water in the concrete. Special consol fdation ef-
forts are usually required for 0 to 2 in. slump concrete. Lower water-
cementitious ratios and higher slumps have been reported with the use of 
high-range water reducers. The production of high-strength concrete 
typically requires a water-cementitious ratio in the range from 0.27 to 
0.50 (3). 
2 • 5 • 3 • 4 Cement Content. The optimum cement content i s best ob-
tained through a serfes of trial batches. Conmon cement contents in 
high-strength concrete test programs range from 660 to 940 lb per cu.yd. 
The strength efficiency per pound of cement is influenced by all 
of the variables which affect the strength of concrete. Higher cement 
efficiencies are achieved at high strength levels with lower maximum ag-
gregate sfzes (6). 
2.5.3.5 Aggregate Proportions. In the proportioninQ of high-
strength concrete, the aggregates have been a very important considera-
tion since they occupy the largest volume of any of the ingredients in 
the concrete. It i s genera 11 y agreed that the f i ne aggregates or sand 
have considerably more impact on mix proportions than the coarse aggre- . 
gates. The fine aggregates contain much higher surface area for a given 
weight than do the larger coarse aggregates. Since the surface area of 
all aggregates must be coated with a cementftious paste, the proportion 
of fine to coarse can have a d f rect quant f tat f ve effect on paste re-
qu i rement s • Norma 11 y more econom i ca 1 and h f gher strength mixtures are 
obtai ned for a g i ven amount of cement f t i ous mater I a 1 s when us f ng 1 ow 
fine aggregate contents with high coarse aggregate contents. However, 
if the proportion of sand is too low, serious problems in workability 
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become apparent (3). 
2.5.3.6 Admixtures. Variations in dosage rates from the standard 
recorrmendations of the admixture manufacturer should be examined. In-
creased dosage as high as 50 percent above the amount recommended by the 
admixture manufacturer has resulted in substantial increases in compres-
sive strength without detriment effects (6), however, caution should be 
taken when using 1ignosu1fonates at an overdose, as they tend to entrain 
air in excess of 3 percent, which could reduce compressive strength sub-
stantia11y. 
2.5.4 Properties 
2. 5. 4. 1 Stress-Stra f n Behavior. PropertIes of concrete such as 
stress-strain re 1 at I onsh I p, modu 1 us of e 1 ast i cIty, tens i 1 e strength, 
shear strength, and bond strength are often expressed emp i rica 11 y in 
terms of uniaxial compressive strength. Typical axial stress-strain 
curves for concrete of compressive stress up to 12,000 psi are shown in 
Fig. 9. As the strength of the concrete is higher, the shape of the as-
· cend i ng part of the curve becomes more 1 i near and steeper, and the 
strain at the maximum stress is slightly higher. In addition, high 
strength concrete exhibits less internal micro-cracking than normal 
strength concrete for a given imposed ax I a 1 straIn. Consequent 1 y, the 
relative increase in lateral strain is less for high-strength concrete 
I 
(7). 
2. 5. 4. 2 Freeze-Thaw Res~ stance. Contradictory f nformat ion about 
air content requirement for high-strength concrete to produce adequate 


























Figure 9. Stress-Strain Curves of High-Strength Concrete {30) 
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sion made by Saucier, Tynes, and Smith from their accelerated laboratory 
test that air-entraining should be considered for high-strength concrete 
under freezing and thawing conditions, in contrast to excellent freeze-
thaw resistance of non-air entrained high-strength concrete obtained by 
Perenchio and Klieger (3). 
2.5.5 Applications 
Host applications of high-strength concrete have used the strength 
property of the material. However, high-strength concrete may possess 
other character fst i cs that cou 1 d be used advantageous 1 y in concrete 
structures. Hanning (33) suggested that the relationship between high-
strength concrete and high-quality concrete may make high-strength con-
crete attractive not for its strength but for its long-term service per-
formance. The potential for using thin plates of high-strength concrete 
fabricated on flat beds in the customary manner of the precast concrete 
industry was reported to be advantageous in the construction of hollow 
piers for highway bridges ( 16). Field placement of high-strength, low 
permeability silica fume added concrete were used as bridge overlay was 
also reported (10). 
Long-span bridges are another area where the qua 1 it i es of high-
strength concrete are proving themselves economically attractive. With 
greater compressive strength per unit weight and unit vo 1 ume, high-
strength concrete allows 1 ighter and more slender pier structures. In 
addition increased tensile strength of high-strength concrete is helpful 
in service load design in prestressed concrete. 
Information of some actual buildings and bridges built with high-
strength concrete of compressive strength up to 11,000 psi from 1965 to 
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To carry out the objectives of the research as stated in Chapter 
I , the exper i menta 1 program was divided into two parts: the design and 
construction of the testing faci 1 ities; and testing of specimens to 
eva 1 uate the i nf 1 uence of the parameters inc 1 ud i ng concrete strength, 
aggregate quality, and crack width opening. 
This report deals primarily with the first part of the program, a 
1 i m i ted number of pre 1 i m i nary tests needed to eva 1 uate the performance 
of the testing apparatus are considered. 
3.2 Testing Facilities 
3.2.1 General 
For this research it was necessary to develop equipment to apply a 
known magnitude of fu 11 y reversed eye 1 i c shear force across an open 
crack in a pavement joint specimen. In addition, suitable instrumenta-
tion must be provided to monitor deterioration of the joint resulting 
from 1 oad i ng. Two test setups were constructed. In both setups 1 oads 
were app 1 i ed to specimens by a 50-kip servo-contro 11 ed actuator. The 
sui tab i 1 i ty of the testing fac i 1 i ty was eva 1 uated from sever a 1 stand-
points. At the beginning of a test a suitable crack must be formed in a 
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specimen at the desired 1 ocat ion; the width of the crack must be ad-
jus ted to the des i red va 1 ue; and during the app 1 i cation of s i mu 1 ated 
traffic loads, the equipment must maintain the preset crack width. In 
addition the loading and data acquisition equipment must function relia-
bly and be functionally compatible. 
A typ i ca 1 test specimen, representing an e 1 ement of an unre in-
forced concrete pavement slab is shown in Fig. 10. Each specimen, 8.5 
by 16 by 36 in., was cast in one piece. To facilitate handling of the 
specimens, four 1/2-in. bolts were embedded in each end of the speci-
mens. Two planes of weakness were created in the specimens by cutting a 
groove around the peri meter of a specimen 12 in. from each end. The 
depths of the grooves were 0.75 in. deep at the top and the bottom faces 
and 1 in. deep at the side faces. These grooves resulted in a net re-
gion for shear transfer of 7 in. by 14 in. The 7-in. depth is compara-
ble to the effective depth at a transverse contraction joint for a lO-
in. thick highway concrete pavement. 
3.2.2 Initial Test Setup 
The genera 1 arrangement of the in it i a 1 test setup is i 11 ustrated 
in Fig. 11. The left and right ends of the specimen were clamped to two 
MC18x58 channels using four l-in. steel rods at each end. A fixed sup-
port was provided at the left end of the specimen, while a roller sup-
port was provided at the right end of the specimen. The middle region 
of the specimen was clamped by plates which were connected to the load-
ing system. High-strength gypsum cement grout was placed at the inter-
faces of the specimen and the various steel plates. Steel plates bolted 
to both ends of the specimen were connected to two 1 in. diameter 
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threaded steel rods. These rods provided restraint normal to the shear 
surfaces and by adjusting the position of nuts on the threaded rods, it 
was possible to set the desired crack width. A load cell used to mea~ 
sure the restraining force was located at one end of the specimen. 
Three different methods of forming cracks at the planes of weak-
ness were evaluated. The first method consisted of driving a wedge into 
the saw kerf. Wh i 1 e this method worked on a sma 11 prototype specimen, 
it on 1 y produced spa 1 I i ng on the fu I 1 size specimen. The second and 
third methods used flexure to crack the specimen. For the second me-
thod, the specimen was supported by a pin near the free end and by a 
ro 11 er near the second saw kerf from the supported end and 1 oaded as 
shown in Fig. 12. 
Although not shown in the figure, the horizontal restraining de-
vice was attached to the specimen to prevent excessive separation of the 
crack. After the crack had initiated and propagated through about two-
thirds of the depth of the spec f men, wedges were f nserted in the saw 
kerf to force the crack to extend across the entire section. This me-
thod was then repeated at the other plane of weakness. 
For the third method, the specimen was clamped to the supports at 
both ends, and a hydraulic ram was used to push upward on the supporting 
channels as shown in Fig. 13. Since the specimen was attached to sup-
ports which were fixed to the upper flanges of the channel sections, the 
action produced negative moment in both the channels and the specimen. 
Using this method, it was difficult to produce a crack simultaneously at 
both planes of weakness. Even after cracks had been formed, the actual 
crack widths were not equal at the two kerfs. 
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In pre 1 i m i nary performance tests using this setup, it was found 
that the center segment did not assume an average position between the 
end segments and did not translate vertically. At the top or bottom of 
one of the joints, the crack width remained quite small. This location, 
therefore, acted somewhat 1 ike a hinge. Consequently, the crack width 
was too wide at the other joint and loads produced significant rotation 
rather than translation at the joints. Information obtained from this 
setup was used in the design of the final test setup. 
3.2.3 Final Test Setup 
The general arrangement of the final and present test setup is il-
lustrated in Fig. 14. A rigid reinforced concrete reaction frame was 
constructed and bolted to a structural test floor. Some members of the 
original loading frame were retained and used to support the actuator. 
As described above, saw kerfs were placed in the specimen to form planes 
of weakness at the third-points of the specimen. As shown, the central 
segment of the specimen was clamped to the concrete reaction frame. The 
left segment was not in contact with either the reaction frame or load 
apparatus. The right segment was clamped between plates which were at-
tached to the actuator. The specimen was positioned such that the line 
of action of the applied load was through the plane of weakness. As be-
fore, high strength gypsum cement grout was placed between the specimen 
and the steel plates before bolts were tightened. The right hand seg-
ment of the specimen was restrained norma 1 to the joint surface by a 
system of 1 i nkages which were connected between the stee 1 p 1 ates and 
1 oad ce 11 s bo 1 ted to the reaction frame. Two 1 oad ce 11 s were used with 
the upper linkage, and one load cell was used with the lower linkage. 
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Flexural devices were located at either end of the restraint assemblies. 
After the specimen was securely clamped into the test fixture and the 
grout had hardened, a crack was formed by using a hydraulic ram to apply 
an eccentric force to brackets welded to the upper steel plates. As 
shown in Fig. 15, a bolt was placed between the brackets and through the 
center of the hydraulic ram. This bolt was used to control the release 
of energy as the crack formed. 
A turnbuckle-like device was used at each load cell to adjust the 
crack width of the pavement joint. Figure 16a illustrates the first 
version of the crack width adjusting device. This device was used to-
gether with a rod end in place of the flexural assembly. The present 
device is shown in Fig. 16b. As can be seen, the stud that threads into 
the f 1 exura 1 device has a pitch of 8 threads per inch wh i 1 e the stud 
that threads into the load cell has a pitch of 14 threads per inch. Be-
cause of the difference in pitch, one turn of the turnbuck 1 e device 
shortens or lengthens the linkgage approximately 0.054 in. 
3.3 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System 
A view of some of the major items of instrumentation is provided 
in Fig. 17. The servo-controlled loading system was equipped with three 
channels of control: load, position and strain. The position channel 
was used during the installation of test specimens in the test fixture 
while the load channel was used during the actual testing. A sinusoidal 
command signal of the desired frequency was supplied by a digital func-
tion generator. A load cell attached between the actuator and the spec-
imen was used to measure the app I i ed I oads. The magnitude of the ap-
P I i ed I oad was ba 1 anced to inc 1 ude the weight of the port f on of the 
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Figure 17. Instrumentation Setup 
Figure 18. Mounting Arrangement of Gages 
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specimen and fixtures which attached to the actuator. The strain chan-
nel was connected to a clip gage and used to monitor vertical displace-
ment at the pavement joint. The crack width was set and then monitored 
by four mechanical dial gages with a sensitivity of 0.001 in. per divi-
sion. The mounting arrangement of the dial gages and the clip gage is 
shown in Fig. 18. A 1 oad ce 11 attached between the actuator and the 
specimen was used to measure the applied loads. Horizontal restraining 
forces were measured separate 1 y by three 1 0-k i p 1 oad ce 11 s i nsta 11 ed 
between the ends of the linkgage system and the concrete reaction 
frame. 
A schematic of the computerized data acquisition system developed 
for the test program is shown in Fig. 19. A scanner and a high speed 
digital voltmeter were used to measure both the command/feedback voltage 
from the load channel and the feedback voltage from the strain channel. 
Outputs from the three load cells measuring horizontal restraining 
forces were ampl if~ed and fed into an HP 7090A Measurement Plotting 
System. Th i s device had the capab i 1 i ty to s i mu 1 taneous 1 y samp 1 e the 
three 1 oad ce 11 signa 1 s and store l 000 dig ita 1 vo 1 tage readings from 
each channe 1 in an · i nterna 1 memory buffer. The scanner jvo 1 tmeter and 
the Measurement Plotting System were controlled by an HP 9825 computer. 
The following data were processed and recorded on tape: 1) the maximum 
and minimum applied shear forces; 2) the maximum and minimum of the ver-
tical deflections of the joint; 3) the maximum horizontal restraining 
force at each load cell for each half cycle; and 4) the maximum total 
restraining force and its location for each half cycle of loading. Data 
were taken at cycle 1, 10, 100, 1000 and every 1000th cycle thereafter. 
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plotter throughout the test. 
3.4 Test Specimens 
Six specimens were cast in two series, A and H. Each series con-
s i sted of three specimens. Specimens were numbered for each series, 
followed by number 1 or 2 behind a slash indicating the first or the 
second joint of the specimens. The concrete was made from Type I port-
land cement and 1 1/2 in. maximum size aggregate. Fly ash Type C of 201. 
of total cementitious material by weight was used in mix series H. Con-
crete mix proportions and properties for each series are given in Table 
I I I • 
TABLE Ill 
MIX PROPORTIONS AND PROPERTIES OF SPECIMENS 
Specimen series H A 
Proportion lb/cu.yd 
Water 270 248 
Cement 752 564 
Fly ash 188 
C.A. Size No. 57 1828 1828 
Sand 864 1239 
Admixtures/100 lb.C 
AEA dos.,ml 40 30 
Superplasticizer,fl.oz 9 
W/C ratio 0.29 0.44 
Properties 
Slump, in 2.5 2.5 
Air,1. 5.3 4.5 
Unit Wt.,lb/cu.ft 145 146 
28-day strength,ksi 6.41 5.04 
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The concrete for each specimen was mixed in a single batch using a 
rotating pan and paddle type mixer with a capacity of 3.75 cu.ft. The 
fine aggregates were kept moist to prevent segregation. Coarse aggre-
gate was weighed in an air dry condition and then soaked for 24 hours 
before mixing. Prior to mixing, a sample of sand was oven dried and wa-
ter . was decanted from the coarse aggregate which was again weighed in 
order to determine the free water added to the mix. 
For each batch, the coarse aggregate and fine aggregate were added 
first to the mix, followed by one-half of the water and admixtures, fol-
lowed by the cement and fly ash and the remaining water. The mixer was 
operated for 3 minutes, stopped for 3 minutes and operated again for 2 
additional minutes. 
Specimens were con so 1 i dated in a p 1 ywood form using vibration. 
After finishing, the specimens were covered with plastic. After 24 
hours, specimens were removed from the form and were cured under wet 
burlap covered with polyethylene sheets for 13 days. The specimens were 
then stored in air until the time of test. Companion compression cylin-
ders were cured in a moist room from the time of casting until they were 
tested at 28 days. 
3.5 Magnitude and Number of Cycles of Loading 
It has been shown that joint degradation i s neg 1 i g i b 1 e at shear 
stresses of Jess than 30 psi but is significant at shear stress of ap-
proximately 40 psi (8). Therefore, it was decided that a shear stress 
magnitude of 40 psi would be appropriate for the current investigation. 
The shear stress of 40 psi over the effective depth of 7 in. and 12 ft. 
lane width would be produced by a 40-kip single-axle load. The AASHTO 
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"Interim Guide for Design of Pavement Structures" (1) states that a 40-
kip single-axle load applied over 358,295 cycles has an equivalent ef-
fect on the performance of the pavement structures as an 18-kip single-
ax 1 e 1 oad app 1 i ed over 10, 000, 000 eye 1 es. The same reference further 
states that this vo 1 ume of traffics resu 1 ts in damage to a concrete 
pavement rated at a serviceability index of 2.5. The current study uses 
fully reversed cyclic load of 3.92 kip applied to the joint specimen for 
400,000 cycles. 
3.6 Test Procedures 
Prior to the installation of each specimen, the output from the 
three load cells measuring horizontal forces were set to zero. A speci-
men was then clamped into testing position. All gages were mounted to 
brackets and were adjusted f9r the initial condition. 
The data acqu i sit ion system was next in it i a 1 i zed and the test 
control system was set for load control mode. Five values were recorded 
at this point as initial readings: applied load, vertical displacement, 
and restraining forces at each of the three load cells. The crack was 
then formed and the crack forming equipment was removed. The initial 
crack width was set by turning the adjustment device. 
The specimen was then ready to be tested. Each test was run can-
t i nuous 1 y at an app 1 i ed 1 oad of ±3. 92 kip at the rate of 2. 0 Hz. The 
test was terminated when the vertical displacement was at ±0.15 in. or 
when the 400,000th cycle was completed. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
The following discussion is based on preliminary tests of several 
specimens. When the test facility is fully function, a specimen will be 
subjected to the required I oad hi story. However, during the phase of 
research the servo-controlled equipment experienced frequent shut downs 
becaus·e of power surges in the AC ~wer supp 1 y. In addition, personne 1 
temporarily halted loading to make adjustments to the test equipment on 
numerous occasions. With the style of servo-controlled equipment used 
in this research, there fs a brief period during pump start up that ac-
curate control of load is impossible. As a result, it is 1 ikely that 
the specimens were subjected to higher than normal loading any time a 
test was interrupted and the pump was restarted. 
4.2 Crack Formation 
During preliminary tests all specimens were fully cured prior to 
the formation of a crack. It was easy to place the uncracked specimen 
in the test fixtures, apply dial gages to measure crack width and crack 
the specimen as described earlier. When tests are conducted on speci-
mens which are cracked at an early age and then cured, additional proce-
dures will be needed to be developed to monitor crack wfdth and to per-
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mit the handling and installation of specimens. 
Because of the random nature of crack formation, each crack sur-
face is unique. For purposes of this research it is necessary that all 
crack surfaces be essentially plane and perpendicular to the longitu9i-
nal axis of the specimen. To obtain this condition it was necessary to 
place a saw kerf completely around the specimen. Ffg. 20 shows a typi-
cal crack surface. Because the specimens were fully cured before crack 
forming, it was observed that the cracks were through the aggregates for 
all specimens. 
The initial system used to provide horizontal restraint involves 
special rod end bearings. These devices had several thousandths of an 
inch of 'play' which somewhat complicated the adjustment of the initial 
crack width. Before crack formation the restraint system was adjusted 
so that al 1 load cells indicated no load; after crack formation but be-
fore application of cyclic load there was a residual crack width and a 
significant hor i zonta 1 1 oad sensed by the 1 oad ce 11 s. Because of the 
flexibility of the initial restraint system, it was not possible to ad-
just the crack width to the desired value until cyclic load was applied. 
For example, when six cycles of load were applied to specimen H 2/1, the 
width of the crack decreased from 0.021 in. to 0.011 in. 
4.3 Horizontal Restraint and Crack Width 
Control 
Use of the turnbuckles to control crack width was found to be sat-
isfactory. During the application of eye! ic loads, it was possible to 
adjust the width of the joint within 0.001 in. 
The construction of the horizontal restraint system allowed the 
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Figure 20. Typical Cracked Surface 
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specimen to rotate around its longitudinal axis as well as to translate 
vertically. Because of the rough surfaces of the joint, the rotation of 
the specimen during load application would permit more contact area of 
shear transfer which resulted in less localization of shear stresses at 
the joint than if only vertical translation is allowed. 
For specimens with small crack width, initial construction of the 
linkage system involving the rod end bearings was found to be effective. 
Specimen A 1/2 was set at 0.014 in. After 10,000 cycles of loads were 
applied, it was found that the crack width decreased from 0.014 in. to 
0.010 in. After resetting the crack width to 0.012 in and continuing 
loading to 229,000 cycles, the width of the joint increased to 0.015 in. 
However when the joint was readjusted to a width of 0.014 in., the joint 
width was maintained at the same readings unti I cycle 400,000 was 
reached. Fig. 21 shows the results of specimen A l/2 test. 
Subsequent testing of another specimen A 2/1 at in it i a I crack 
width of 0.035 in. showed that there was a problem with the horizontal 
restraining system as it failed to maintain the crack width setting even 
though the crack width adjusting device was c 1 osed to the fu 1 I est ex-
tent. After on 1 y about 50 eye 1 es of 1 oad i ng, The specimen fa i 1 ed se-
verely with several concrete pieces spalling off both the top and the 
bottom edges of the joint and the vert i ca 1 d i sp 1 acement reached 0. 150 
in. which was the limit set for the test. 
Specimen A 2/2 was tested at initial joint width of 0.031 in. 
After 607 cycles of loads were applied, the crack width increased to 
0. 041 in. The width of the joint continued to increase under the ap-
plied loading despite the closing of the crack width adjusting devices. 
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cycle 918. The specimen failed at cycle 933 when the vertical displace-
ment reached 0.150 in. and a crack at the bottom edge of the fixed por-
tion of the joint specimen was observed. 
Weaknesses of the system were identified at two areas: the flexi-
bility of the connecting straps between the linkage and the rod ends and 
the sloppiness of the rod end bearings. 
An over 1 oad i ng situation occurred caused by a rna 1 function of. a 
test control panel. The 1/2 in. thick by 2 in. wide steel plates con-
necting the rod ends to the linkage system were bent. After straighten-
ing, they were strengthened by 1/4 in. thick steel plate stiffeners. 
After this modification and replacement of the test panel, speci-
men H 3/2 was tested. At crack width settings of 0.011 and 0.023 in., 
the linkage system withheld the specimen loading until the test waster-
minated at cycle 349,000 without failure. The results of this test are 
shown in Fig. 22. There was a pattern of peaks in the horizontal forces 
with corresponding dips in vert i ca 1 d i sp 1 a cements encountered at the 
beginning of the restart of the test after frequent hydraulic pump shut-
downs which prevented the test from continuous running. This problem of 
pump shutdowns was later traced to a defective pump relay. The problem 
disappeared after the re 1 ay was rep 1 aced. The over 1 oad i ng might have 
a 1 so damaged the rod end bearings because d iff i cu 1 ty in crack width 
setting was found in this test. Frequent adjustments in crack width 
were required up to cycle 4390 when the width of the joint became sta-
b i 1 i zed at a joint width of 0. 0 15 in. With frequent c 1 os i ng of the 
joint width adjusting devices, the maximum joint width was maintained at 
0.015 in. up to cycle 307,000. At this cycle the specimen was reset to 
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shear transfer was seen by the increase in shear displacement (Fig. 
22a). This joint width was maintained until cycle 349,000. 
The restraining system along with the joint width control device 
was ca 1 1 brated for system stiffness. The setup for the ca 1 i brat ion is 
illustrated in Fig. 23. By using position control, a portion of a spe~­
i men was he 1 d by the actuator. The other portion of the specimen was 
removed to free the set up from any shear loading. Forces were applied 
at the centroid of the specimen by a turnbuckle system which had one end 
connected to the middle of a steel plate bolted to the end of the speci-
men and the other end anchored to the reaction frame. The load was ap-
plied incrementally by turning the turnbuckle. Reaction forces exerted 
by the restraint system were measured by the three load cells. Horizon-
tal translation of the restraint system was measured by dial gages at 
four locations on the clamp plates. An additional dial gage was used to 
detect slippage between the clamp plates and specimen. 
Results of the calibration test showed that the sloppiness of the 
rod end bearings was 0.005 in. and 0.013 in. for upper and lower linkage 
respective 1 y. Average stiffness of the upper 1 i nkage was 89.7 kip/in. 
and the lower linkage was 62.5 kip/in. This demonstrates that the ini-
tial system is too flexible to provide adequate restraint for constant 
joint width test program. Therefore, modifications of 1 inkage hinges 
was necessary in order to maintain constant joint width during tests. 
Results of the calibration of the present restraining system are 
shown in Fig. 24. No sloppiness in the flexure assemblies was detected. 
Average stiffness of the upper I inkage was 392 kip/in. and the lower 
1 inkage was 261 kip/in. With the present restraint stiffness, if the 
horizontal reaction at the centroid of the shear surfaces increases by 1 
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kip, the width of the crack will increase by approximately 0.001 in. and 
0.002 in. at the top and the bottom of the joint respectively. 
4.4 Loading Equipment 
Our i ng the in it i a 1 check-up of the equipment, prob 1 ems were en-
countered with test control panels and hydraulic pump which necessitated 
repair. However, after a 1 1 components were rei nsta 11 ed in fu 11 func-
tioning condition, performance of the loading system was quite satisfac-
tory in terms of operation and response. 
The load control was selected to operate at 5 kip range full scale 
output of ilO volts which is in the 10 percent range of the full capac-
ity of the 1 oad i ng actuator. Therefore, the sensitivity of the 1 oad 
channel was 0.500 k/volt. 
The strain channel of the Pegasus test control system measuring 
vertical displacement, was set at 20 percent range full scale output of 
ilO volts with a sensitivity of 0.020 in./volt. 
4.5 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System 
Use of mechanical dial gages at four locations worked well for the 
the crack width setting and monitoring. Because the tips of the dial 
gages were allowed to contact with the reference brackets at all times 
during testing, wearing of the tips as we 1 1 as the brackets was ob-
served. However, this problem can be solved simply by holding back the 
gage tips and letting them come into contact with the reference brackets 
only when the measurement of crack width is required. 
Overall performance of the data acquisition system was quite sat-
isfactory. Two methods of cycle counting were used in the data acquisi-
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t ion program. The f t rst method counted eye 1 es by using the high speed 
system voltmeter to monitor the voltage output of the load channel. The 
other method was used only during the period of data consolidation which 
required the computer to perform the task and therefore it was not 
available for the first method of cycle counting. The latter method 
counted eye 1 es app 1 i ed by ca 1 cu 1 at I ng the tIme d i ff erence between the 
start and the end of data consolidation in seconds and multiplied it by 
the rate of cycling in Hz. Because the frequency supplied by the digi-
tal function generator was very accurate, precision of the cycle count 
using the second method was obtained. 
4.6 General Observations of the Specimen 
Behavior 
A 1 though on 1 y a few of the specimens have been tested as summa-
rized in Table IV, some behavioral trends of the joints subjected to 
fully reversed cyclic loadings can be observed. 
1. Vertical displacement and width of the joint both increased 
under cyclic loading. 
2. Vertical displacement increases with increasing initial crack 
width. 
3. Restraint forces increase under cyclic loading. 
TABLE IV 
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Failed while adjusting joint width 
0.015 307,000 
0.023 to 349,000 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
5.1 Conclusions 
A test system was developed to evaluate the effectiveness of shear 
transfer at contraction joints in concrete pavement. The system con-
sisted of four parts: 1) a load application system, 2) a restraining 
and crack width adjusting system, 3) a crack forming facility, and 4) a 
data acquisition system. Specimens were designed to represent an e 1 e-
ment of pavement joint and were used in the performance tests of the 
test system. The performance tests showed that the system functioned 
satisfactorily and reliably. Because the initial restraint system in-
volved the use of rod end bearings which had several thousandth of an 
inch of 'play', difficulties in setting of crack width were found. In 
addition, calibration tests showed that the initial system was too flex-
ible for constant crack width tests. In the present system, the re-
straint system was modified by using flexure assemblies in stead of the 
rod ends. Calibration tests showed that the modified system had no 
sloppiness and had the total restraint stiffness of 653 kip/in. which is 
approximately four times greater than the initial system. 
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5.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
5.2.1 Immediate Suggestions 
Followings are suggestions for immediate work required for the 
test system. 
5.2.1.1 Test Facilities. 
1) For improved safety during installation, a simple hoist system 
should be constructed to aid in the handling of specimens. 
2) In order to form cracks before concrete has achieved signifi-
cant strength, the following provisions should be made: 
a. gage points should be embedded in the specimen either 
side of a joint at the time of casting. These w i 11 be 
used in conjunction with a mechanical strain gage to set 
the width of the joint prior to test. 
b. a longitudinal force should be applied to specimens which 
are cracked at an ear 1 y age. Th i s force app 1 i ed by a 
simple arrangement of threaded rods attached to plates at 
the end of the specimen w i 11 ho 1 d the new 1 y fractured 
surfaces in proper alignment until the specimen is later 
installed in the test fixture. 
5.2.1.2 Test Program. 
1) To assess the influence of concrete strength, it is suggested 
that the test program should cover a range of strength from 4 
to 8 ks i. 
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2) To determine the benefit of high-strength concrete for marginal 
aggregate, ft is suggested that two different aggregates with 
decreasing degree of abrasion resistance and freeze-thaw dura-
bility should be used. 
3) The program should include both the constant and variable crack 
widths tests. For the constant crack width tests, joint width 
of 0.035, and 0.065 fn. are suggested. 
4) To determine the influence of the age at cracking, it is sug-
gested that a specimen is cracked at the age of 1 day and 28 
days. 
5.2.2 Long-Term Suggestions 
With the same test facilities, the research should be extended to 
cover the influence of high-strength concrete with marginal aggregate on 
the load transfer capability of doweled joints. The width of the speci-
men can be increased to 24 in. to acconmodate two dow·e 1 s at a norma 1 
spacing of 12 in. without any modi fi cation to the exist f ng c 1 ampi ng 
fixtures. 
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM SOFTWARE MANUALS 
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A.l User's Guide Manual 
This user's guide covers the data acquisition software for a 
HEWLETT PACKARD 9825T computer. In addition to the computer, the follow-
ing equipment is required: 
Equipment 
HP 7090A Measurement 
Plotting System 
HP 3495A Scanner 
HP 3437A System 
Voltmeter 
HP 7245A Plotter/Printer 
1. LOADING THE PROGRAM: 
Purpose 
Acquire three channels of data 
and data plotting 
Multiplex two channels of data 
to the System Voltmeter 
Provide high speed data sampling 
Provide print outs 
a) Insert the program tape in the HP 9825T tape drive. 
b) <rew> <execute> 
c) <trk 1> 
d) <ldf 1> 
e) <run> 
2. RUNNING THE PROGRAM: When the program is started, the system will 
display information about the software and its limitations. The user is 
then prompted for sensitivity, units of sensitivity, and voltage range 
for each channel. Channel designations are assigned as follows: 
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Channel Device Measurement 
Scanner channel 0 Pegasus load channel 
SVM 
2 Scanner channel 1 Pegasus strain channel 
SVH 
3 HP 7090A channel Upper-north load cell 
4 HP 7090A channel 2 Lower-middle load cell 
5 HP 7090A channel 3 Upper-south load cell 
3. The system will ask whether the user needs an echo print of the 
input data ( responds with 1 for yes or 0 for no). If the user enters 0 
for this step, system will skip to step 4. If the response is 1, the 
system will print sensitivity value, sensitivity unit, and voltage range 
for all channels. 
4. After the echo print is finished, the system will ask the user 
whether the setup is ok. If everything is correct, the system will go on 
to the next step. Otherwise, the system wfll go back to step 1. 
5. The prompt, "Record Data?" will appear on the display. If data 
recording is required, the user must respond with a "1". 
The user must then insert a data tape and enter the track num-
ber to be used for data storage (two tracks, 0 and 1, are available on 
each data tape). The system will ask the user if the tape needs to be 
formatted. For this program, each tape is marked with an initial file of 
200 bytes long and 500 files of 150 bytes each. If the user enters 1, 
the data tape will be automatically formatted by the system. 
6. The prompt, "Plot data?" wi 11 appear on the display. If the 
user wants to plot data; be should load paper and pens in the HP 7090A 
and respond with a "1". 
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7. The system is now ready for measurements to be started. The 
prompt, "Record initial reading?" wi 11 appear on the display. If the 
user responds with a "1", these data will be stored in file number 0. 
NOTE: The user must do this before cracking the specimen. This step is 
important in case of machine breaks down. If the user wants to restart 
the machine after the breakdown, the user can answer·o to skip there-
cording of initial data. 
8. The user can start testing the specimen at this step. The sys-
tem will monitor the applied load and will keep a cycle count for the 
test. At eye 1 e 1 , 10, 100, and at every 1 OOOth eye 1 e thereafter, the 
computer will read data from all five channels. If requested (see step 
5 ) , these data w i 1 1 be stored on the data tape • If data are recorded 
onto tape and the starting track is track no. 1, the user must insert a 
new tape or enter a new track number when the starting track is full. 
The user w i 11 notice this by a system prompt "Track 1 is fu 11 : Insert 
new tape". However, if the starting track is track 0, the system wi 11 
automatically change to track 1 when track 0 is full. 
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A.2 Technical Reference Manual 
This program is written to allow automated data acquisition duting 
the test of joint specimens. The data acquisition system is composed of 
a HP 3437 A high speed System Vo 1 tmeter, HP 3495A Scanner, HP 7090A 
Measurement Plotting System, HP 7245A Printer/Plotter, and HP 9825T 
Computer. 
The HP 3437A System Vo 1 tmeter is a high speed, 3-1/2 digit, de 
voltmeter which provides high speed sample of 3.8 msec on three select-
ab 1 e vo 1 tage ranges : 1 0, 1 , and 0 • 1 V. The input mu 1 t i p 1 exer for the 
vo 1 tmeter is the HP 3495A Scanner. The scanner pro vi des mu 1 t i -channe 1 
closures at a maximum rate of 125 channels per second. 
The HP 7090A is a three-channel analog-to-digital data acquisition 
system and a digital plotter packaged into a single instrument. In the 
buffer recording mode, it is capable of storing 1,000 samples from each 
channel in separate buffers at a rate determined by the total time set-
ting (times from 0.03 seconds to 24 hours are allowed). Each buffer is 
s imu 1 taneous 1 y fi 11 ed in the specified time. The stored samp 1 e va 1 ues 
can subsequent 1 y be sent to a computer. The range sens it i vi ty of each 
channel may be set independently from 5 mV to 100 V full scale. 
The HP 9825T computer is used as the System Controller. The con-
troller is integrated with the system's instruments through an HP-IB 
interface. 
Inputs to the data acquisition system are voltage signals from the 
load and strain channels of the Pegasus Test Control System and three 
load cells measuring horizontal restraining forces. The specific purpose 
and select code for each device is listed below: 
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Equipment HP-IB select code PurPOse 
HP 7090A Measurement 707 Acquire three channels of 
Plotting System data and data plotting 
HP 3495A Scanner 709 Multiplex two channels 
data to the SVM 
HP 3437A System 724 Provide high speed data 
Voltmeter sampling 
HP 7245A Plotter/ 705/706 Provide data listings 
Printer and/or data plots 
The software channe 1 number and the associated device is as 
follows: 
Channel Device Measurement 
Scanner channel 0 Pegasus load channel 
SVM 
2 Scanner channel 1 Pegasus strain channel 
SVM 
3 HP 7090A channel Upper-north load cell 
4 HP 7090A channel 2 Lower-middle load cell 
5 HP 7090A channel 3 Upper-south load cell 
Initially, the user must provide values of sensitivity, sensitiv-
ity units, and voltage ranges for all 5 channels. The program is written 
so that the user may have the option of recording experimental data on 
tape, and/or monitoring data graphically. NOTE: It is important that the 
user ensures that the hydrau 1 i c actuator eye 1 es at 2. 0 Hz. The program 
is written to be used at this rate. The program takes readings of all 
channels at cycle 1, 10, 100, and every 1000th cycle thereafter. 
When the test fs started, the program starts monitoring the cycle 
count by triggering the SVM to read the 1 oad vo 1 tage sine-wave signa 1 
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and compare it to a set voltage level of +1. The comparison continues 
until the voltage reading passes from a value of less than +1 V to a va-
lue of greater than +1 V, which indicates the start of a cycle. The cy-
cle completes when the same condition occurs for a second time. 
At the start of cycle 1, the program takes measurement by initiat-
ing the HP 7090A (in buffer recording mode with a 5-second period) and 
I 
calling subroutine 'red' to read 25 voltage signals per cycle each of 
the load and strain channels. At cycle 10, subroutine 'red' is called a 
second time to read the measurements. At this time, the HP 7090A (which 
still continues its buffer recording function) also stores data from the 
three load cells for cycle 10. There is a check point in the program at 
this step to ascertain that enough processing time for buffer recording 
is provided. 
When the buffer is filled, subroutine 'buf' is c<;~lled to transfer 
data from the buffer to the microcomputer at a rate of' 13 readings per 
eye 1 e. Subroutine 'mon' w i 11 be ca 11 ed when the buffer is empty. 'mon' 
monitors the cycle count and initiates the readings at cycle 100. After 
the buffer is filled for a second time, subroutine 'consol' is called to 
consolidate data that have been stored in computer memory. If it is pre-
ferred by user, the consolidated data will be recorded on tape and/or 
wi 11 be plotted on the HP 7090A. During this period of consolidation, 
the cycle count is approximated by calculating the time difference from 
the start and the end of the consolidation. Subroutine 'time' is called 
at the start and the end of this period requesting clock time from the 
HP 7090A. Another subroutine 'count_time' is called to calculate the 
time difference in seconds. The number of cycles passed during this pe-
riod is estimated by considering 2 cycles per second. 
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The updated number of cycles is passed to 'mon', which is called 
to continue monitoring the cycle count and initiate the readings at the 
next specified cycle. This process will be repeated at every lOOOth cy-
cle until the 400,000th cycle is reached. 
The following appendixes include the flow chart for the main pro-
gram, a detailed description and flow chart of each subroutine, and the 
complete program listing. 
APPENDIX B 




• s.t no. of c:ha.nnel 
"c:d•• 
• S[Il 1 S•nstttvtty of 
c:ha.Mel I 
• U$CIJ• S•nslttvtty unit 
f"or c:ha.nn•l I 
• R[lJ • Vol to.gv ra.nge 





Echo Print StiJ.U$UlRCIJ 
1 = 1 TD 5 
N 
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• Sd up SVM 
111 Set up 7090A 
•~nltlo.l_reo.dlng'• 
I y 
Activo. ttr Mld-Ro.nge of' SVH 
Se-t Triggering Mode of' SVH 
ActiVo. te to we,. 
Ro.nge of SVM 
Activo. t• Upper 
Ra.nge of SVM 
RC3J 1 Volto.g• Ro.nge of' Cho.nn..-l 1 
RC4J 1 Volt11g• Ro.ng• of' ChGnnel 2 
RC5J 1 Volto.ge Ro.nge of' Cho.nnel 3 
Set Tl"lggerlng Mode 
Set Buf'f'er Recording Period = 5 sec 
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•sto.rt•• 
• lnltlo.llzo. tlon 
• Cycle 1 sto.rts 
• Store do.to. mto 
buff'er f'roPI cycle 
to cycle 10 
• Reo.d do.to. FroPI SVH 
for 25 reo.d~gs of 
cycle 1 
H "' 0 
N .:r 0 
I = 1 
T = 10 
Query Reol-tlrle Clock Instruction 






• Tr~nsf•r 13 r~ dmgs 
a.t 4 t~• ~ro~ buffer 
I 
9 
K • 1 
N = 1 
Ca.U 'buf'' (1000,1.13> 












G : track number used for the data tape 
Output variables: 
None 
Description: This subroutine formats (marks) the data tape at the spec-
ified track number. The tape is marked with an initial file (file 
0) of 200 bytes followed by 500 files of 150 bytes each. 
Subroutlnlf • 'Mo.rk_ to.pe' 
Mo.rk o.n Inrtra.l F"lle 
\o/rtn 200 Byt•s: Lone 
Mo.rl< Next 500 F"lles 
IJtth 150 Bytes: Eo.ch 
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Subroutine: rec file 
Input variables: 
K file number to be used for data storage 
M des i gnated eye 1 e number at wh i ch the stored data are 
measured 
P[*] maximum and minimum voltages of load and strain channels 
Q[ *] maxi mum force at each 1 oad ce 11 for upward and downward 
half of a cycle 
H[*] maximum total restraining force for each half of a cycle 
X[*] horizontal position of the centroid of H[*], measured from 
the north load cell 
Y[*] vertical position of the centroid of H[*], measured from 
the middle load cell 
Output variables: 
None 
Description: This routine stores all input data onto tape at a speci-
fied file number, K. 
Subroutine • 'rttc_flltt' 
• Chll'ck f'or nuMbvr of file 
If' excvttds the co.po.clty of' 




Record o. t F"lltt No. P • 
"- PCIIl Qt•l H[ll], 
Xt•J,Y[lll 
I 





T[J,l]: a two dimensional array variable that contains the clock 
time requested by the main program. A value of 1 or 2 for 
the first subscript indicates the time before the program 
consolidates data, or the time after the data consolida-
tion is finished, respectively. Values of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
and 6 for the second subscript indicate year, month, day, 
hour, minute, and second respectively. 
Output variables: 
5 total seconds that are used to consolidate data. 
Description: This calculates the total amount of time used to consoli-
date data. If the time period crosses over a month, the subrou-
tine will call another subroutine named 'check_day' to obtain the 
number of days during that period. The result of this primitive 
will be stored in a variable called '5' which is the total number 
of seconds of consolidation tfme. 
Suloroutln• t 'c:ount_ tll'llr' 
• Check If tll'llr perfod 
Is within th• SCll'llr Y•Ar 
• InttiAllzo. t1on 
= 12 - l'lthm + rrthC2l - 1 
pl .. 0 
I = 1 
s = 0 
Call 'check_do.y'Csto.rt,do.ys> 
y 
pl = pl + days 
p3=p3+l 
I = I + t 





p1 • pl + clo.ys - do.y[l] 
s "' p1 • 24 • 3600 + s 
N 
p5 • hr[2J - hr[lJ - 1 
pS • p5 + 24 
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p6 • p6 + l'llnC2J 
p6 = l'llnt2J -
~--------~------------~ 
p7 "' p7 + sec:t:2J 
~--------~ 
~---[_s_ .. _._~_c...Jt2l- swc:m ] 




The only variable is the month number (1-12). 
Output variables: 
The output is the number of days for that specified month. 
Description: This subroutine will compute the number of days contain in 
a given month. The concept used is that for the month before 
July, the odd month has 31 days and for the month after July, the 
odd month has only 30 days. However, if it is February the number 
of days is 28. 
Subroutine • 'check_do.y' 
• For l'lonth b~rforv July, 
the odd Month ho.s 
31 do.ys 
• For Month o.ft~r July, 
th• odd Month ho.s 
30 d11ys 
p2 "' ee 
N 
y 
'--p-2_=,......3_0-ll ~-----...,p-2_.= 30 





pl number equals 1 or 2, indicating the start and the end of 
data consolidation respectively. 
Output variables: 
T[J,J]: a two dimensional array variable containing clock time. 
Subscript I equals 1 to 6 for year, month, day, hour, min-
ute, and second respectively. J =pl. 
Description: This routine requests clock time from the HP 7090A. 
Subroutine • '"tll'l•' 






pl total number of data sets to be transferred from the buf-
fers, pl = 1,000 
p2 initial number of data set to be transferred in each cycle 
p3 : rate of data transferring per cycle, p3 = 13 
Output variables: 
A[i] voltage signal at ith reading from upper-north load cell 
B[i] voltage signal at ith reading from lower-middle load cell 
C[i] voltage signal at ith reading from upper-south load cell 
Descrfptfon: This routfne transfers readings from the buffers of the HP 
7090A to the computer memory at a rate of 13 data sets per cycle 
while performing routine cycle counting. The buffers must be 
cleared before a new measurement sequence can be initiated. 
Norma 11 y, on 1 y the f f rst 1 00 readings are stored for a given 
measured cycle. Exception: in cycle 10, the last 100 readings are 
stored. 
Subroutine • 'buf'' 9--------, 
y 
Cycltt Counter Loop 
R&turn 
p3 = pl 
AtJl • p4 
J[J] = p5 
CtJl = p£ 
A[J-800] = p4 
J[J-800] = p5 
C[J-BOOl = p£ 
p2 = p2 + 13 
p3=p3+13 





pl, p2: the first and the last number of the data set to be read, 
p2 = pl + 24 
Output variables: 
D[i,j]: voltage signal at ith reading from load channel if j = 1 
or voltage signal at ith reading from strain channel,· if 
j = 2 
Oeser i pt ion: This routine a 1 ternate 1 y reads 25 vo 1 tage signa 1 s from 
each of the Pegasus load and strain channels at a specified cycle. 
For cycle 1 and 10, pl and p2 are "hard coded" in call statements 
in the main program. From cycle 100 on, p1 and p2 are calculated 
and 'red' is called in subroutine 'mon'. 
Subroutine 1 'l"wd' 
• p3 • Sca.nner c:los•d cha.nnel 
11 p4 a 1, loo.d c:ho.nnel 
2. stro.ln cho.nn•l 
11 J 1 Reo.dlng nul'lloer 
Cl•o.r Sc:o.nner 
Trlgg4tr SVM 
Instruct Sc:o.nner to Clos• Cha.nnel I 
• DCJ,KJ • SVH output 
p3 .. 1 
p4 "' 1 
J = pl + 
N 
( Return ) 
p3 = 0 





T : specified cycle to take measurement readings 
Output variables: 
None 
Description: This monitors the number of cycles. When the cycle count 
equals T, 'mon' will initiate a measurement sequence by triggering 
the HP 7090A and by ca 11 i ng subroutine 'red'. The HP 7090A w i 11 
record 1,000 readings from each of the three load cells for ape-
riod of 5 seconds. Subroutine 'red' wi 11 read voltage signals 
from the Pegasus load and strain channels. Subroutine 'mon' 
counts cycles in order to provide enough time for the buffer of 
the HP 7090A to be filled. 
Subroutln& r 'Mon' 
• He~sureMent Starts 
N 
~---------. y 
Instruct 7090A f'or Clock 
~nd Buffer Recordmg 
Return 
Cycle Counter Loop 





A[i] voltage signal at ith reading from upper-north load cell 
B[i] voltage signal at ith reading from lower-middle load cell 
C[i] voltage signal at ith reading from upper-south load cell 
D[i,j]: voltage signals from load channel and strain 
H index of cycle that starts consolidation 
Z[1] horizontal distance between upper load cells, 
26.25 in. 
channel 
Z[2] horizontal distance between upper and lower load cells, 
13.125 in. 
Z[3] vertical distance between upper and lower load cells, 
19.0 in. 
1[3] initial reading of A[i] 
1[4] initial reading of B[i] 
1[5] initial reading of C[i] 
Output variables: 
P[1] maximum vo'ltage of load channel 
P[2] minimum voltage of load channel 
P[3] maximum voltage of strain channel 
P[4] minimum voltage of strain channel 
H[l] maximum total restraining force for upward loading half of 
a cycle 
H[2] maximum total restraining force for downward loading half 
of a cycle 
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X[l] horizontal posftion of H[l] measured from the north load 
cell 
X[2] horizontal position of H[2] measured from the north load 
cell 
Y[l) vertical position of H[l] measured from the lower load 
cell 
Y[2] vertical positfon of H[2] measured from the lower load 
cell 
Q[l] maxfmum of A[t]-1[3] for ffrst half cycle 
Q[2] maximum of B[i]-1[4] for first half cycle 
Q[3J maximum of C[i]-1[5] for first half cycle · 
Q[4] maximum of A[i]-1[3] for second half cycle 
Q[5] maximum of B[i]-1[4] for second half cycle 
Q[6] maximum of C{i]-1[5] for second half cycle 
Description: This routine finds maximum and minimum values of various 
input data. In addition, it performs the ca 1 cu 1 at ions for the 
centroid of H[ 1] and H[2] wfth respect to reference axes through 
the upper-north and lower-middle load cells. 
Subroutine 1 'c:onsol' 
• for f'lrst 1/2 cycle 
N 
Find 11o.x V trrttc~t LoAd 1 P[ll 
find Htn V•rtlclll Loo.d 1 P[2l 
find H11x V~rrtlclll Dtspl 1 P[3l 
find Min V~rrtlcClt Dlspl 1 p[.oJJ 
y 
IJ = 31 
J = 101 
Find 11o.x EHL,Hm 
A.::oNo. of' R~ro.dlng 
e1t H[l] 
J = J + 1 
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• for snrc:oncl 1/2 cyc:l• 
• CGiculG te loc11 tlon 
of· horlzonto.l 
resulto.nt 1 "lt.Y 





Enter V41u• o+' Xb 1 ZUl 
Eni:•r V 4lue of Xc 1 Z[21 
Enter Vo.lutt o+' Yc 1 Zt31 
f'lncl Ho.x £Hl.,Ht2l 
B•No. o+' Reading 
o.t Ht2l 
J = J + 1 
XUJ • <Zt2J•B[AJ+l[1J•CtAJ)/Ht1l 
vm - <At:AJ•zt3J+C[AJ•zt3J>It-1:1l 
Xt21 • <Zt2J•BtBJ+ Zt11•ctBl>/Ht21 








Description: 'set_plot' is called to initialize the plotter on the HP 
7090A. The text size is set to be 0.15 in. wide and 0.2 in. 
thick. The plotting area is scaled to be in the range of -700 to 
6,200 plotter units for x-axis and a range of -1300 to 1300 plot-
ter units for y-axis. Both axes are ticked and labeled before the 
subroutine returns to the calling routine. 
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Subroutine 1 'set_plot' 
l Set Text Slz• I 0.15,0,2 
I 
Se-t Sc:o.le 1 x-o.xls -700,,200 
Y-o.xls -1300,1300 
I 
Tick o.ncl Lo.bel X-o.xls 





N[K] designated cycle 
H[1] maximum total restraining force for upward loading half of 
the cycle 
H[2] maximum total restraining force for downward loading half 
of the cycle 
P[3] maximum voltage output of stratn channel 
P[4] minimum voltage output of strain channel 
. Q[ 1] A[A]-1[3] 







Description: This routine plots log (N[K]) vs. other input variables on 
HP 7090A. Five different colored pens are used. Pen number and 







P[3] and P[4] 
H[l] and H[2] 
Q[1] and Q[4] 
Q[2] and Q[5] 
Q[3] and Q[6] 
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Use P•n No. 1 Plots 
log<NCKJ> vs PC3l a.nd PC4l 
r 
Us• P•n No. 2 Plots 
log<NCKJ> vs H[ll o.nd Ht2l 
~ 
Us• P•n No. 3 Plots 
log(NCKJ> vs Q[1J o.nd Q[4l 
• Use P•n No. 4 Plots 
log(NCKJ) vs QC2] and Q[SJ 
' Use Pen No. 5 Plots log(N[KJ) vs Q[3l o.nd Q[6l 
t 
I Put Pen Be~;c:k Into Ca.rousel I 
' 
APPENDIX C 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
111 
o~ gtc "INIT" 
1 : • mark_ tape • : 
2: rew 
3: tH G 
4: mrk 1,200 
5: mrk 500,150. 
S: re\11 
7: ·ret 
8: • r- ec _ f i 1 e :• :. 
9: i4' 1<>500;-K-500}P1gto +2 
10: K}P 
11: ref P,M,Pr•J,Q[~J,HC•J,X[~J,V[•J 
12: t·et 
13: "rhecl:_day•: 
14: if p1=2;28}p2;gto +9 
· 15: if p1>7~gto ~s 
16: pl/2-l}a:;l 
17: l.f p1=0;30}p2;gl:o •6 
18: 31}p2 
1'3: gto ~4 
20: ;:::.1/2-1}:::'1 
21: if o1=3;J1}p2;~to +2 
22: 30~p2 
23: ret 
2 4 : • c o u n t _ t i me • : 
25: 0}p1 
26: 1} I 
27: 0}5 
28: if T£2,1l=T£1,1l~gto +3 
29 I 12-Tf j , 2 ) + Tf 2 , 2 J - p f.' 2 
30: gto ~3 
31: if Tf2,2J~Tr1,2J;oto •15 
32: T[2,2J-T£1,21-1}p2 
33: if T[1,27=12;1}p3;gto +2 
34: T£ 1 '2) + 1} p3 
35: ell 'check_day'Cp3,p4) 
36: p1+p4}pJ 
37: p3+1}p3 
38: I • 1 }J 
39: if p3>12~p3-12}p3 
40: if J<=p2~gto -5 
41c ell 'check_day'(l[1,2J,p4) 
42: if T£1,3J=p4Jgto •2 
43: p1+p4-T£1,31+1}p1 
44: p1•T£2,3J-1lp1 
45: gto +3 
46: lf H1,3J,.,T£2,3hgto +4 
47: pl+T[2,3l-T£1,3J-1}p1 
48: p1•24•3SOO+S}S 
49: gto +4 
50: if T£1,4J=T[2,4l;gto +8 
51: T[2,4J-T£1,4J-1}p5 
52: gto +4 




57: sto +4 
58: if H1.Sl=H2,5J;gto +12 
59~ Tr2,5J-Trt,SJ-t}p6 
60: gto +4 
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73: wrt 707,"QW• 
74: p!}J 
75 : for I = 1 · t o 6 
76: re~ 7C7,TCJ,IJ 
77: next I 
78: ret 
79: "buf": 
80: wrt 7G7,"000,1000,0,0;" 
81: wrt 707,•QJ 1 • 
82: H+1Hf 
83: dsp •ta~e out data at•,p2 
84: if p3>p1,p1}p3 
as. if p2>pt, 9 to +12 
86: fxd 2 
87: tr9 724s~ed 724,V 
88: if V>lstrg 724sred 724,V;9to +0 
89: if V<l;trg 724;red 724,V;gto +0 
90: for J=p2 to p3 
91: red 707,p4,p5,p6 
92: if J<101;p4}A[J];p5}8[JJ;p6}C[JJ 
93: if J>900;p4}A[J-800l;p5}8[J-SOOi;p6}CfJ-800J 
94: next .J 
95: p2+13}~2;p3+13}p3 




100: fer J=p1 to p2 
101: wtt; 709,"," 
102: trg 724 
!03: wrt 709.3,p3 
104: red 724.4,0[J,p4] 
105: if p3=1;0}p3,2}p4;gto -4 
106: 1}p3}p4 
107: next J 
108: ret 
109: •men•: 
110: if T=100;51}p1 
111: p1+24}p2 
112: dsp "N = •,rt 
113: H+1Hl 
114: if N=T;gto +4 
115: trs 724;red 724.4,V 
116: if V>1;trg 724;red 724,V;gto +0 
117: 1f V\i,trg 724;red 724,V;gto •0 
118: wrt 707,"MS1," 
119. ell 'red'Cp1,p2l 
120: 1'1+1 }N 
113 
121: if H=T•20 ;sto .. t; 
122: if V(1,trs 724,red 724,Vtgto +0 
123: 1rg 724,red 724.4,V 
124: tf V>1strs 724;red 724,V,sto +0 
125: if V<1strg 724:red 724.V;gto +0 
126: sto -6 
127: ret 
128: • con 5o 1 • : 
129: w~t 70S,"c0nsol at",H[KJ 
130: ![3)+J[4~+i(5J}p7 
131: 1 }J 
132: if M=10;31}W;101}J;gto +3 




137: for I=W to W+24 
138: if D[l,1l>p1 3D[!,1J}p1 
139: if 0[1,1J<p2;0[1,11}p2 
140: if D£1,2J>p3JD[I,2J}p3 














155: if J<=SO;sto -5 
156: if J<=100;sto +2 
157: if J<=150;gto -7 
158: J+49}Q 
159r A£JJ+B[JJ+C£JJ}p2 




164: if J<=G;gto -5 
165: p5-p7}H[1l;p6-p7lH£21 
166: A£Al-I£3l}Q[!J,B[AJ-1[4J}Q[2l;CfAJ-I£5J}Q£31 · 
167: CZ[2J~Q£2J+Z£1J•Q£3ll/Hi11}X£1J 
168r C0£11*Zl3J+Q[3J•Z£3J)/H£11~V£1J 




173r 1 5et_plot •: 
174: fxd 0 
175r wrt 707."in;5i0.15,0.2" 
176: wrt 707,"sc-700,6200,-1300,1300;" 
177: wrt 707,"sp1;papu-700,0;" 
178: for I=-1100 to 1100 by 100 
179: wrt 707,"papd-700,",J,•,yt,• 
180: n~xt I 
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181r wrt 707,"sp2;papu-550,1~0,• 
182: for 1=100 to 1100 by 100 
183• wrt 707,"papd-550,",1,";yt;• 
134 s next I 
185, wrt 707,"5p3;papu-400,100J" 
186: for Jc100 to 1100 by 100 
187: wrt 707,"papd-400,",1,";yt,• 
1813: n~xt I 
189: wrt 707,"sp4;papu-250,100;" 
190: for 1=100 to 1100 by 100 
191: ~rt 707,"papd-250,",I,";yt;• 
192: next I 
193: wrt 707,"sp5;~apu-100,100;" 
194: for 1=!00 to 1100 by 100 
195: wrt 7~7,"papd-100,",I,";yt;" 
196: next I 
197: wrt 7D7i"sp2~papu-550,-1100;" 
198: for l=-1100 to -100 by 100 
199: wrt 707."papd-550,",I,"lYtJ" 
200: next l 
201: wrt 707,"sp3;papu-430,-1100;" 
202: for 1=-1100 to -100 by 100 
203: wrt 707,"papd-400,",l,";yt;• 
204: next I 
205: wrt 707,"sp4;papu-250,-1100; 1 
206: for I=-1100 to -100 by 100 
207: ~rt 707,"papd-250,",l,";yt;• 
208: next I 
-209: wrt 707,"sp5;papu-100,-1100;" 
210: for l=-1100 to. -100 by 100 
211: wrt 707,"papd- 1 00,",I,";yt;• 
212s r.e JCt I 
213r wrt 707,"sp1;papu-700,0;papd0,0;" 
214: for I•O to 6000 by 1000 
215: wrt 707,"papd",!,",Osxt;• 
216: r.ext I 
217: wrt 707,"papu-550,600lod;" 
218: for I=O to 6000 by 1000 
2191 wrt 707,"pa~d",J,•,soo,xtt• 
220: roext I 
221: wrt 707."papu-550,-600,pdl" 
222s for I=O to 6000 by 1000 
223~ wrt 707,•pepd",l,",-600s~t,• 
224~ next I · 
225r wrt 707,"papu0,0" 
226: fmt 5,b 
227z wrt 707.5,"dt",J 
22..8r wrt 707.5, •sp1 spi!!pu-700, 1150 sloS; lb11" ,3 
229= wrt 707.s,•papu-700,-1150slo5slb-11",3 
230• wrt 707.5,"sp1tpapu-400,1150slo5llb5.0",3 
231: wrt 707.5,"papu-550,600;lo1S~lb0",3 
232: wrt 707~5,"papu-400,50;lo5;lb-5.0",3 
233s wrt 707.5,"papu-400,-50~loS,lb5.0",3 
234: wrt 707.5,"papu-550,-600Jlo18slb0",3 
235a wrt 707.S,•papu-400,-1150slo5slb-5.0",3 
236: wrt 707,"di0,1" 
237: wrt 707.5,"sp1spa-700,!250;1o5slbP3",3 
238r wrt 707.5,"sp2spa-550,1250slo5slbH1",3 
239r wrt 707.5,"sp3;~a-400,12SO,lo5slbA1",3 
240: wrt 707.5,"sp4;pa-2S0,1250,1o5;lbB1",3 
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241• wrt 707.5,"sp5,pa-100,1250!lu5 11bC1",3 
242, wrt 707.5,"sp1,pa-700,-125~,loS,lbP4",3 
243• wrt 707.5,"sp2,pa-550,-1250,loS,lbH2",3 
244r wrt 707.5,"sp3;pa-400,-1250,lo5;lbA2",3 
245• wrt 707.5,"sp4,pa-250,-1250slo5slb82",~ 
246r wrt 707.s,•sp5lpa-100,-1250llo5;lbC2",3 
247: wrt 707,"di1,0;spt• 
248: wrt 707.s,•pu;paO,O,lo16,lb1",3 
249: wrt 707.5,"pa1000,0;1o16,lb10",3 
250: wrt 707.S,•pa2000,0slo16;lb100",3 
251r wrt 707.5,"pa3000,0slo16;lb1000",3 
252: wrt 707.5,"pa4000,0,lo16;lb10000",3 
253: wrt 717.5,"pa5000,0;lo16;lb100000",3 
254: w~t 707.5,"pa6000,0;lo16,lb1000000",3 
255: wrt 707,"papu5800,0" 
25€: wrt 707.5,"cp0,-1.5;lo6;lb H cycles',3 
257: wrt 707,"papu0,0~sp0s" 
258: ret 
259: "plot": 
260: wrt 707,"sc-700,6200,-1300,1300;' 
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261: wrt 707,"sp1;pa",logCH£KJ)•100~,•,•,P[3J•100,";pd;pu;• 
262~ ~rt 707,"spl;pa',logCN£K!)*1000,",",P(4]¥100,";pd;pu;' 
263: wrt 707,'sp2;pa",losCN£K])~1000,",",H[1l•100+600,"pd;pul" 
264: wrt 707,"sp2;pa",log(N[KJJ•l~OO,",",H£2l*100-600,";pd;pu;" 
265: wrt 707,"sp3;pa",log(H£Kll*1GOO,•,•,Q[1]*100+600,";pd;pu;" 
256: wrt 707,"sp3;pa",logCH£Kl)*1000,",",Q[dJ•100-600,";pd;pu;" 
267r wrt 707,"sp4;pa",lcg(N[Kll*1000,",",0[2l•1~1-600,";pd;~u;' 
268: wrt 707,"sp4;pa",log(N[KJl>I1000,•,•,Q[5J•10C-GOO,";pd;pu;• 
269: wrt 707,"sp5;pa",logCH£KJ)•1000,",".Q[3J•100+600,";pdspu;" 
270r wrt 707,"pa",logCN£v:J•tooo,•,•,Q£Sl•100-600,"pdspu 5 • 




27~: fmt 1,"# of CHAN •".fc.O 
276: wrt 706.1,C 
277r dsp "NUMBER of CHAN~[! S =",C;wait 1000 
278: dim S£10J,Ut£10J,R£101 
279r w~t 706,"POSSIBLE RA~~ES:" 
280: wrt 706,"3437A DVM:" 
281: wrt 706~"0.1V, 1V, HIV" 
282: wrt 706,"7090A MEAS SVS:" 
283: wrt 706,"0.005V to 1A).OV" 
284: wrt 706,"HOTErCHI1 & 2 MUST BE OH 3437A" 
285r-"cd": 
286: fxd 0 
287: for 1=1 to C 
288r .1}5[ I J 
289: "?"}US£11 
290• 10}R£Il 
291: next ! 
292r for 1=1 to C 
293r dsp "SEHS for CH#", r;•(V/kip or V/in)?" 
294 r en t • • , Sf I J 
295r dsp "UHITS for CH#",J,"?" 
296r ent .. ,UUIJ 
297• dsp "VOLTAGE RAHGE f~r CHI",I,"?" 
298: ent ••,R[I] 
299r next I 
300: dsp "Echo print?<V~i;N=O)" 
3011 e~t "",A;if A=O~gto ';~t• 
302• "e.r:ho", 
303: f'lr 1=1 to C 
304: fmt 1,"CHI",f3.0,2x,"SfHSITIVITY=•,fS.2,c10,5x,•VOLTAGE 
305: wrt 706.1,I,S£Il,UH!l,IHIJ 
306: next I 
307: ent "SET-UP GATA OK~ C1•Y.O=H)" " 
308: if A•03gto •cd• 
309: •set": 
3101 ent "Record Data ?(Y•1,H=Q)",F 
311: if F=l;ent "Insert :~~e : enter trac~*",G 
~12. !f F=l;ent "Mark tb;•?(Y•1,N=O)•,x 
313: if X=1;cll 'mark_tap~· 
314: td G 
315: ds~ "Plot data? CY~1,H~Ol" 
316: er,t ••,o 
317: if ~·1;~nt •set up clot ?(Y=l,H=O)•,x 
318:·1~ X=t;cll 'set_plo~' 
319: rli~ T[2,61,1[5J 
320: 0"~-M 
321: d1m Pf4J,Q[6l.H£2J,Xf2J,Y£2J,Zl31 
322: dim IH1000J,0[90,2~.~r201J,B£201J,C[201J 
323: 26.25}2[1] 
324.: 13.125}Z[2] 
325 : 19} z r J J 
326: '5~P 
327: max(R[1J,Rl2l)}ri 
328: wrt 724,"R2" 
329: if r1<=.1~wrt 724,•Rt" 
330: if r1>=10;wrt 724,"R3" 
3311 wrt 724,"T3 1 
332: fmt 2,c2,•,•,f6.4,",",f6.4,•,•,f6.4 
333: wrt 707,'1R",R£3J,R[~J,R£5J 
334: wrt 797,'TMO• 
335: wrt 707,"TBt.~· 
336: fmt J,fz2.0,"E",z;f•t 4,f 
337: "lnitial_reading•: 
338: ent "Record initial reading?CY=1,H=O)",H 
339r if H=OJgto •enteri• 
340: hd 2 
341 : c 11 't i me' C1) 
342: wrt 7n9.3,0Jwait 20r•trg 724;red 724.4~1£11 
343r wrt 709.3,1,wait 200;trg 724;red 724.4,1£21 
344: wrt 707,•Mst,·~wait 1000 
345: wrt 707,•ooo,1,0,0;" 
346: wrt 707,"GI;•;~ed 7C7,1£3J,If4l,I£5J 
347r if F=1;rcf O,T£•J,l[*J19to •printi• 
348c •enter I •: 
349: f0r J=1 to 5 
350: csp •enter l",J 
351: f"nt • •, J[J] 
352r next .) 
353 : • pr i n t I • : 
354: wrt ].06, •1ni tial real'iinq• 
355r fxd 2 
"356: wrt 706,"1£11=",1[1] 
357r wrt 70S,•J[2)•",1[2' 
356r wrt 70S,"I[J]••,J[3J 
359r wrt 706,•1[4]=",1£4] 







































































.if V<2.5~gto -2 
d5p I I 
wrt 707,"QWl",wrt 707,"~S1," 
rlsp •N = ",N 
r: 11 1 red' (1. 2':0) 
wrt 703.3,0. 
N+l PI 
dso "H = ",H 
if li"'T;gto +5 
trg 7~4;red 724,V 
if V>1;trg 724;red 724,V;gto +0 
if V~!~tr9 724~red 724,V;gto +0 
oto -6 ell 'red'(26,50) 
N+1}H 
dsp •N = ",N 
if N=T+5,gto +5 
trg 724;red 724.4,V 
tf V>1str9 724;red 724.4,V~gto +0 









if 0=1;cll 'plot' 
if F•1,cll 'rec_file' 
K+1}K 
tf F .. o,gto +6 
if K<,.50ihgto +5 
if Gz0;1}GJgto +3 
dsp "Track 1 i5 full"~wait 1000 
ent •Insert new tape : ent~r track#.,G 
ell 'mar!{_tape' 
if M<1000;M•10JM,gto •2 
HM~gto +2 




if M>100scll 'mon•(t) 
if T<1000,M•10}T~gto -21 
M+1000H 
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